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Entropy 2005, 7[1] 69"No one knows what entropy really is, so in a debate you will always have the advantage"J. Von Neumann[1]1 IntroductionEntropy, more than any other physical quantity, has led to various, and sometimes contradictoryinterpretations. Boltzmann assimilates it with disorder[2], Shannon with positive information[3],Brillouin with lack of information or ignorance[4], and other authors, although not numerous,to freedom[5]. Entropy is a fundamental quantity of modern physics[6][7], and appears in asdiverse areas as biology, metaphysics or economy[8][9]. Hence great attention should be focusedon the di�erent interpretations of this concept. Entropy is the only physical quantity that alwaysincreases. It has such an importance that it can't stay dissociated from more familiar concepts.In this paper,we will analyze the above interpretations and propose the following results:(1) Entropy is appropriately associated with lack of information, uncertainty and inde�niteness.It is also appropriately associated with information. For an observer outside the studied physicalsystem, entropy represents the lack of information about the state of the system. But for thesystem itself, entropy represents information, positively counted.(2) Entropy measures freedom. This view provides a coherent interpretation of the variousentropy formulas, and many experimental facts. A typical example is gas expansion: the freedomof position of the gas molecules increases with time.(3) Entropy is inappropriately associated with disorder and even less with order. Nevertheless,disorder and agitation can be associated with temperature.By "appropriately associated with a given concept", we mean an interpretation leading to cor-rect predictions of the observed phenomena, and allowing a better understanding of the underlyingequations. For instance, connecting entropy with lack of information is meaningful when studyingthe evolution of a gas in expansion; we have less and less information about the positions of themolecules. This description is also in agreement with Boltzmann entropy, since if there are moreaccessible microstates, there is less information about the speci�c microstate at a given time. Sucha view is coherent with the main de�nitions of entropy, and agrees with the observed phenomena.There are many de�nitions of entropy, and we will just consider the most famous ones. Thispaper is organized as follows:In section 2, we'll adopt the quantum mechanical de�nition of entropy. We'll establish in thisframework results (1) and (2), and use them to interpret the phenomenon of wave packet collapse,and the uncertainty principle. The fact that entropy represents the lack of information is todaybroadly accepted. Following Shannon's demonstration, we'll show that entropy can equally wellrepresent the freedom of choice a quantum system or a message possesses, and that these twopoints of view are complementary, and not contradictory.Section 3 is devoted to the study of statistical de�nitions of entropy discovered by Boltzmannand Jaynes, considered as generalizing Gibbs' work. We'll establish again the pertinence of results(1) and (2). 69



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 70In section 4, we are going to study the link between entropy and disorder. Are freedom anddisorder two sides of a same thing? Is order absence of freedom? The association of disorderwith temperature, and the explanation of classical phenomena in terms of increasing freedomis the subject of the third part, devoted to classical thermodynamics. We'll establish that it isnot entropy, but temperature, which measures disorder, and will invalidate the main argumentsin favor of the analogy entropy/disorder. We'll then furnish a simple explanation of the thirdprinciple, based on the associations between entropy and freedom, temperature and disorder.Last section is devoted to the conclusion.2 Entropy in quantum mechanicsIn this section we'll �rst review the classical theory of information and the meanings of the dif-ferent quantities involved. We'll then consider the case of transmission of classical informationwith quantum states. The connection between entropy, information and freedom will be estab-lished. Lastly, we'll consider two quantum examples where assimilation of entropy to freedom isenlightening: the entropic uncertainty principle and the entropy of a black hole.2.1 Classical theory of informationIn this section, the notations and conventions used , and basic results of information theory areexposed.Let [pi]i be a probability distribution, which means that all pi are positive or null, andPi pi = 1.The Shannon information of this distribution is de�ned as:I[pi]i =Pi I(pi) with I(x) = �x log xWe have: 0 � I[pi]i=1::n � log nIn this paper, log will always be base 2 logarithm, and information is measured in bits.1 bit is the information given by the knowledge of one choice out of 2, or the freedom of makinga choice out of 2. If we consider a person sending messages according to the distribution [pi]i,then I[pi]i represents the average freedom she has in choosing which message to send next. If weconsider a person receiving messages with the distribution [pi]i , then I[pi]i represents the averageinformation she gets in receiving a given message. I[pi]i can be seen as the number of memorybits needed to represent this choice or this information.I[pi]i represents also the lack of information the receiver has before receiving the message. Sowe will have to be careful when we associate I[pi]i with one of these concepts.For the sender A, I[pi]i represents the information she sends, or the freedom of choice shehas. For the receiver B, I[pi]i represents the lack of information she has before reception, or theinformation she has after reception. 70



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 71However, in a transmission, the signal can be modi�ed, and what is received is not what has beensent. We suppose now that a sender A emits messages according to the probability distribution[pi]i , and that a receiverB receives messages knowing the probability distributions [qjjpi]j , whichmeans that she knows the probability distribution of what she receives if she knows what A hassent.We de�ne the quantities: aij = (qjjpi)� piqj =Pi aij(pijqj) = aij=qjI(A) = I[pi]iI(B) = I[qj]jI(A�B) = I[pi � qj]i;jI(A;B) = I[aij]I(A : B) = I(A�B)� I(A;B)I(AjB) =< I[pijqj]i >j=Pj qj � I[pijqj]iI(BjA) =< I[qjjpi]j >i=Pi pi � I[qjjpi]jThe following relations always hold:All these quantities are positive.I(A : B) = I(A�B)� I(A;B)I(A : B) = I(B)� I(BjA)I(A : B) = I(A)� I(AjB)I(A : B) represents the degree of correlation of A and B. It equals 0 when A and B areindependent. Its maximum is min(I(A); I(B)), it means that A and B are totally correlated.I(AjB) represents the average lack of information obtained by B after reception of a message.It equals zero when whatever is received determines what was sent. I(A) represents the lack ofinformation B has about A. So I(AjB)� I(A) represents the average lack of information gainedby B after reception of a message. And I(A : B), its opposite, represents the average informationgained by B after reception of a message.Sometimes in the literature, I(A : B) is de�ned as the opposite of our de�nition, and so isnegative and decreasing with information gained by B.Instead of people sending messages, we can consider the sender A as a physical system whichcan be in di�erent states according to the probability distribution [pi]i, and the receiver B asa measuring apparatus which shows the di�erent results of the experiment with probabilities[qj]j. The meanings of the di�erent quantities are the same, the reception of a message being ameasurement. This gives:I(A : B) represents the degree of correlation of A and B. It equals 0 when A and B areindependent. Its maximum is min(I(A); I(B)), it means that A and B are totally correlated. Inthis case, B can determine with certainty in which state A was before measurement.71



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 72I(AjB) represents the average lack of information obtained by B after a measurement. Itequals zero when whatever is measured, it determines the state of A. I(A) represents the lack ofinformation B has about A. So I(AjB)� I(A), a negative quantity, represents the average lack ofinformation gained by B after a measurement. And I(A : B), its opposite, represents the averageinformation gained by B after a measurement.2.1.1 Entropy as positive information: Shannon and BrillouinShannon assimilates its de�nition of information I = I[pi] with thermodynamical entropy. Inclassical thermodynamics, entropy is usually calculated in Joule=Kelvin, and not in bits. However,this is only a matter of unity. 1 bit = k ln 2 J=Kk = 1:4 � 10�23 is Boltzmann constant.As we will see, the de�nitions of entropy in quantum mechanics and in statistical thermody-namics have exactly the same form as Shannon information. Shannon states that the function I,and hence entropy, measures information, and this is meaningful if we consider that the informa-tion is owned by the system. Brillouin thinks that the function I, and hence entropy, shows thelack of information, and he is equally right if we adopt the point of view of the observer. Brillouinwas aware of his opposition with Shannon[12], but didn't try to �nd why Shannon's opinion couldalso be of interest.The main point is the deep similarity between the communication model and the experimentmodel. For the sender A in the communication model, I(A) is the information sent by A, while inthe experiment model, I(A) is the entropy of the system A. Shannon, having the point of view ofthe sender, who wants to compress the message, or add error-correcting data, sees entropy as pos-itive information. For the receiver B in the communication model, I(B) is the uncertainty aboutwhat is received, while in the experiment model, I(B) is the entropy of measurement. Brillouin,having the point of view of the receiver of the message, sees entropy as lack of information.Let's have a closer look at Brillouin's argument: during the communication along the channel,some information is lost, because of noise. Information, he says, is decreasing, while entropyincreases.The entropy of the message is e�ectively growing. Suppose the alphabet contains only twoletters: 0 and 1. With noise, the 0s and the 1s become equiprobable, which gives a maximumentropy. But if the message which is sent has been optimally compressed, its entropy is maximumfrom the beginning, and the channel's noise can not make it grow. What is decreasing is ourcapacity to recover the original message.This situation can be compared with the evolution of a thermodynamical system: with tem-perature, the system goes towards equilibrium, and our capacity to describe the initial state ofthe system from its current state decreases. The noise corresponds to the temperature. Higherthe noise, more redundant the messages have to be (error-correcting codes, to preserve the initialinformation), lower is their entropy. Entropy ows better at low temperature. Information owsbetter in silence (the opposite of noise). 72



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 73A confusion about the nature of entropy comes from the fact that a perfectly compressedmessage is of maximum entropy, containing a maximum of information, while a random sequenceof 0s and 1s, also of maximum entropy, contains no information.Shannon sees in a maximum entropy message a perfectly compressed message, while Brillouinsees it as a perfectly random message. These two points of view are correct, and can be comparedwith the points of view of the system and the observer of this system. For the system, a maximumentropy means the ability to transmit a maximum amount of information. For the observer,the maximum entropy of the system means a maximum ignorance about the result of a futuremeasurement.2.2 Entropy, information and freedom in QM2.2.1 Entropy of a quantum systemIn quantum mechanics (QM), the state of a system is represented by its wave function, which is avector of length one in a Hilbert space. If we note j' > this vector, and < 'j its conjugate, thenwe can de�ne its density matrix % = j' >< 'j[13]. This matrix is diagonal in an orthonormalbase starting with j' >. Its representation in this base is:% =0BBB@1 0 . . . 01CCCAThe entropy of a quantum system is de�ned as the Von Neumann entropy:S(%) = �Tr(% log %)In general, the density matrix % is Hermitian and as such can always be diagonalized, with realeigenvalues, and orthonormal eigenvectors as base.% = 0BBB@p1 p2 . . . pn1CCCAIts entropy is then S(%) = I[pi]i =Pi I(pi) = �Pi pi log piIn the case of our quantum system represented by its wave function, we �nd thatS(%) = I[1; 0; :::; 0] = 0.73



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 74A quantum system has zero entropy. We are interested by the entropy of an ensemble of states,each one arriving with a probability pi, not by the entropy of a single state, which is null. Forexample, an entangled state 1p2(j01 > +j10 >) has zero entropy. A photon which has just passedthe slits of a two slit experiment is in a state j'up > +j'down >, which is a single state; this photonhas zero entropy, besides the fact that it can be measured only in the up or down path. Even aquantum system with zero entropy is not deterministic when measured. But our knowledge of thestate of the system is complete. We know its state vector.A single state is called a pure state, while an ensemble is called a mixed state.2.2.2 Notations and main resultsWe now consider an ensemble of quantum states (j'i >)i, not necessarily orthogonal. A system Ais in the quantum state j'i > according to the probability distribution [pi]i , and is measured byan observer, or a measuring apparatus B. B measures the state j'i > with an orthonormal baseof vectors (jj >)j . After measurement, the system is in one of the states jj >.Before measurement, B knows the quantum states (j'i >)i, and the base (jj >)j of measure-ment. The only thing he doesn't know is the probability distribution [pi]i. When B doesn't knowthe quantum states (j'i >)i, this is the �eld of quantum information which we will not enter into.We note (qjjpi) the probability of the system being in state jj > after measurement, knowingit was in the state j'i > before measurement.QM tells us that (qjjpi) = j < jj'i > j2.This can be stated in terms of the density matrix.Let de�ne: %i = j'i >< 'ij% =Pi pi%iWe have: (qjjpi) =< jj%ijj >We can now de�ne aij, qj, (pijqj), I(A), I(B), I(A�B), I(A;B); I(AjB) and I(BjA) as before,and all the relations still hold: All these quantities are positive.I(A : B) = I(A�B)� I(A;B)I(A : B) = I(B)� I(BjA)I(A : B) = I(A)� I(AjB)We also have the following inequalities:I(A : B) � S(%) � I(B)[14][15][16]S(%) � I(A)A more detailed description can be found in [17].74



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 752.2.3 InterpretationEvery measurement can be predicted with the density matrix %, but % can be written in manyways as a sum of matrices. The only canonical representation of % is its diagonal form. Sinceentropy is a state function, it is natural that it only depends on the density matrix, and not onthe distribution [pi]i.S(%) � I(A) We have an equality i� the states j'i > are orthogonal: < 'ij'j >= �ij. Whenclassical states are transmitted, there are all orthogonal, in the sense that they can be identi�edwith certainty. But in QM, two non orthogonal states can't be identi�ed with certainty. For agiven probability distribution [pi]i, entropy is maximum when all the sent states are orthogonal.I(A : B) � S(%) This inequality is known as the Kholevo (or Holevo) bound, and tells that theaverage information gain for B in each measurement is bounded by the entropy of the systemA. This entropy is the maximum capacity of a channel transmitting information from A, themaximum information the sender A can expect to e�ectively send, or the maximum informationthe receiverB can expect to receive. We have equality i� each base vector ji > of the measurementis equal to an original quantum state j'i >. As < ijj >= �ij, it implies that the states j'i > areorthogonal, and hence that S(%) = I(A).S(%) � I(B) This inequality tells that the entropy of the system A is less than the entropy ofany measurement made by B. The entropy of a measurement is de�ned as I(B) = I[qj]j, and, aswe will see, can be interpreted as the manifested freedom of the system A. It is not entropy, inthe sense of thermodynamical entropy, just an info-entropy. Here also, equality holds i� each basevector ji > of the measurement is equal to an original quantum state j'i >. For instance, let usconsider a pure state j' >. Its entropy is zero. However, only one measurement with an orthogonalbase containing j' > will tell if a system is in the state j' > with certainty. Other measurementswill not. In other words, only one measurement has an entropy of zero, the others have a strictlypositive entropy. Let's consider now an ensemble of 2 orthogonal states with equal probabilitiesin a 2-dimensional Hilbert space. The entropy of this ensemble is maximum: I(A) = I[12; 12 ] = 1.So any measurement will give two results with equal probabilities.I(B) as freedom of choice I(B) can be decomposed in two parts. S(%) is the freedom ofchoice manifested by the sender of the quantum states, as in the classical case. However,�I = I(B)� S(%) � 0is a freedom of choice deeply linked with the probabilistic nature of QM. The Bell inequalitiesprove mathematically, and the Aspect experiment proves practically that the probabilistic choiceof a given result for a measurement is not due to our ignorance of a given mechanism which woulddetermine this result[19][20]. We propose a simple demonstration of this in Annex 1[21]. Onecould argue that an ensemble is made of probabilities reecting our ignorance of how the system75



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 76was prepared. But the probabilities of a measurement's result are a very deep aspect of the world,not a manifestation of our ignorance. As this result is really chosen at the last moment by themeasured system and is deeply non-deterministic, we call �I the manifested quantum freedom ofthe system A with this measurement.I(B), as the sum of these two freedoms, can be assimilated to the freedom of the system Awith this measurement.2.2.4 Entropy as information and freedomThe entropy of a system can be seen as information or freedom.As information, entropy is the upper bound of the quantity of information a system can give,or an observer can get in a measurement.As freedom, entropy is the lower bound of the freedom of choice a system manifests in ameasurement.We can summarize this with the following inequalities:I(A : B) � S(%) � I(B)information � entropy � freedom of choiceThese three quantities are measured in bits, 1 bit of freedom is the freedom of making freely(with equal probabilities) a choice out of two.Probabilities and density matrices As we have said before, when the states sent are orthog-onal, S(%) manifests our ignorance of how the system was prepared. However, we don't need theconcept of ensemble to encounter density matrices. They appear naturally when we want to studyone part of an entangled system spatially separated in several parts.For instance, if the system is an entangled pair in a 2-dimensional Hilbert space, it is a purestate of zero entropy. Suppose its state is 1p2(j00 > +j11 >). The state of, say the left part, is amixed state 12(j0 >< 0j + j1 >< 1j) = 121, with an entropy of 1 bit. Note that we lose 'obvious'inequalities like I(A) � I(A;B). Here, I(A) = 1 bit, and I(A;B) = 0 bit.When part of an entangled system, mixed states are very di�erent from our conception of anensemble. The probabilities appearing are not due to our ignorance of how the systemwas prepared(we know that), but are of the same nature as the probabilities involved in a measurement, due tothe quantum nature of the physical world. The freedom of choice S(%) is then of the same natureas �I = I(B)� S(%), and I(B), the entropy of the measurement, is really the manifestation of apure freedom of the system+measuring device.2.2.5 An exampleLet us consider the case of a quantum ensemble A composed of two equiprobable non orthogonalstates ju > and jv > of a two-dimensional Hilbert space, measured by B in an orthonormal base(ji >; jj >): 76



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 77ju >= cos �ji > +sin �jj >jv >= sin �ji > +cos �jj >This example is detailed in Annex 2.Our main inequality I(A : B) � S(%) � I(B)information � entropy � freedom of choicereads: 1� I[sin2 �; cos2 �] � I[12 + sin2�2 ; 12 � sin2�2 ] � 1For � = 0, we get 1 � 1 � 1. ju >= ji >, jv >= jj >, each measurement gives one bit ofinformation.For � = �4 , we get 0 � 0 � 1. ju >= jv >. A measurement gives no information, but the systemstill manifests freedom.For � = �6 , we get 1 � I[14; 34 ] � I[12 � p34 ; 12 + p34 ] � 1. A measurement gives less informationthan the system owns, and the system manifests more freedom than it owns.2.3 Dangers and advantages of vulgarizationI emphasize the fact that in no case I suppose that a quantum system owns freedom, in somephilosophical sense, that it 'thinks' and 'chooses' like humans do. Nor that it owns a giveninformation in the semantic sense of the word, to which it would give meaning. The thesisdefended here is just that, if entropy has to be designated by a more meaningful word, let uschoose one that is as appropriate as possible. Thermodynamics is the physical science which linksthe microscopic and macroscopic worlds, and the meanings of entropy show a curious mirror e�ectaccording to the adopted point of view; what is information for one is lack of information forthe other. A second mirror e�ect is between information and freedom. These two words designentropy from the internal point of view, and both are helpful for our understanding of entropy.Information denotes a static aspect of a system, the information it owns about its state, whilefreedom shows a more dynamic aspect of a system, the next state it can choose.But why multiply the meanings of entropy? For some physicists, only the word entropy shouldbe used, since others could throw people into confusion. However, the signi�cance of entropy issuch that the use of more meaningful words can't be avoided. A common interpretation of entropytoday is disorder, and the choice of this word is actually a great source of confusion[22], as we willshow. So we have to �nd a better word.Lack of information or uncertainty is certainly a good choice. But information is equally good,and having both points of view gives a deeper understanding of what entropy is. So there is noreason to dismiss one or the other. And this 'informational metaphor' for entropy has proved tobe so rich that it is di�cult to eliminate it entirely.77



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 78Then why add another word, freedom, in addition to information? It has the same disadvantage,that is to be of broad signi�cance, and can easily lead to misuses in other domains. However, we cangive three reasons for this choice. First, entropy and quantum mechanics both use probabilities.The world is not deterministic, and quantum systems choose their next state when measured. Itis really a free choice, not an illusion of choice due to the ignorance of some hidden determinism.The word information doesn't take into account this aspect of entropy. The word freedom does. Itis natural to say that a system has more freedom if it can equally choose from more states, or if itcan more equally choose from a given set of states. This freedom is a freedom of choice but, as wewill see, manifests also as freedom of position, motion, .... A second reason to choose this word isthe common unit it shares with information: the bit. A bit of freedom corresponds to a choice outof two possibilities. Measuring freedom of choice in bits is natural, and shows a deep connectionbetween freedom and information. Lastly, as we will see in section 4, usual experiments in classicalthermodynamics are better understood assimilating entropy with freedom. This word is useful forpedagogical reasons, and can be used from the beginning to advanced courses in thermodynamics.2.4 Freedom and the uncertainty principle2.4.1 Entropy of a probability densityWe can de�ne the info-entropy of a probability density f(x):I(f) = � R f(x) log f(x)dx in bitsFor an outside observer measuring x, I(f) is the ignorance or the uncertainty he has before themeasurement, or the average information he gets with the measurement.For a particle following the law f(x), I(f) is its freedom to choose a particular x value.2.4.2 The entropic uncertainty principleThe uncertainty principle is a constraint on the variances of two conjugate quantities. I(f)reects more precisely than variance the fact that the density probability f is not localized. Iff is localized on several peaks, its variance reects the distance between the peaks, while itsinfo-entropy depends only on the sharpness of the peaks. Hence an entropic uncertainty principlewould reect more accurately the fact that the probability density is not localized, even on severalvalues.An inequality, similar to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, exists for entropy[23]:I(X) + I(P ) � log( eh2 )X is the probability distribution of positions and P that of momenta or, more generally, of twoconjugate variables.The entropic uncertainty principle is stronger than the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Thelast can be derived from the �rst, using the fact that the Gaussian is the probability density withmaximum info-entropy for a given standard deviation[24].The info-entropy of a Gaussian G�, with standard deviation �, is:78



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 79I(G�) = � R G�(x) log(G�(x))dx = log(�p2�e)Hence we have, for a probability density f with standard deviation �:I(f) � log(�p2�e)� � 2I(f)p2�eLet X be the probability distribution of positions and P that of momenta, having respectivelystandard deviation � and �0. We have:� � �0 � 2I(X)p2�e � 2I(P )p2�e = 2I(X)+I(P )2�eApplying the entropic uncertainty principle, we get:� � �0 � 2log( eh2 )2�e = h4� = h2which is the uncertainty principle.We can see the entropic uncertainty principle as a principle of guaranteed minimum freedom:a quantum system can't be entirely deterministic, can't have a freedom of zero. The entropicuncertainty principle imposes the minimum freedom manifested by two measurements linked withobservables which do not commute. It says that it is impossible for a particle to have a completelydeterministic behavior, whatever the measurement made. If this is true for a given measurement,this will be false for another.2.5 Entropy of a black holeThe entropy of a black hole is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom it owns, itselfproportional to the area of the event horizon[25]. One more time, entropy measures freedom.Moreover, entropy manifests itself as a fundamental quantity, leading to one of the few formulasusing so many fundamental physical constants, found by J. Bekenstein :S = Ac34hG= ln 2 bitsc = 3� 108 m=s is the speed of lighth = 6:6 � 10�34 Js is Planck constantG = 6:7� 10�11 m3kg�1s�2 is the constant of gravitationThis black hole thermodynamics could be the bridge between quantum mechanics and generalrelativity, entropy and energy being the main concepts in this approach[6].
79



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 802.6 Summary: entropy seen as information and freedomHaving the point of view of the observer of the system, we can assimilate entropy to ignorance, oruncertainty about the result of a future measurement on the system, and this point of view hasbeen largely developed. Instead, we'd like to insist on the system's point of view or, in other words,the point of view you would have if you were the studied quantum system. From the system'spoint of view, entropy measures a minimum freedom of choice: the system chooses (according toa probability set) what result it gives when measured. We have here the manifestation of a purechoice made by the system when measured. Doing so, it becomes deterministic regarding thismeasurement. The same measurement, just after the �rst one, always gives the same result.The bit is a unit of information. It is also a unit of freedom, and this establishes interesting linksbetween information and freedom. The freedom we are talking about here, which is a freedomof choice, is as big as the number of choices is high, and as they are equally accessible. If thequantum system owns a big freedom of choice, it also owns a big amount of information, and thechoice it makes gives part of this information to an outside observer (it makes this choice whenmeasured). As long as it hasn't made any choice, its behavior is unpredictable for the outsideobserver, its freedom is for her a lack of information, or uncertainty about its future behavior.We will now show that this analogy between entropy and freedom/information can be main-tained when we study systems with a great number of elements. This is the object of statisticalthermodynamics.3 Entropy in statistical thermodynamics3.1 Boltzmann entropyStatistical thermodynamics was born with Boltzmann, and his famous formula for entropy:S = log 
We recall that entropy is measured in bits, and log is the base 2 logarithm.
 designates the number of possible microstates compatible with the macroscopic descriptionof the system at equilibrium.The bigger the entropy, the bigger the number of microstates, the more freedom the systemowns regarding the microstate it is e�ectively in. Boltzmann formula is naturally interpreted asthe system's freedom of choice.We can even extend this point of view to each system's particle. Considering a system composedof P particles, with P1 particles in state 1, ...,PN particles in state N , letting pi = Pi=P , andapplying Stirling's formula (supposing Pi >> 1 for all i), by a classical calculus we get:S = P � (� NPi=1 pi log pi)This leads us to de�ne the average freedom of a single particle by the Shannon entropy:80



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 81s = � NPi=1 pi log piand to say that the system's entropy is the sum of the entropies of every particle which consti-tutes it.So a thermodynamical system owns a given amount of information S, equals to the informationan outside observer would have if he knew the microstate the system is in. Each particle can thenbe seen as having the average amount of information i = s. Each particle can also be seen ashaving the average freedom f = s, since the microstate of the system is the result of all theindividual choices of its components. The freedom of the system is the sum of the freedom of eachparticle.Once again, according to the point of view, entropy can be assimilated to freedom and infor-mation, or to lack of information.For instance, a molecule of one liter of ideal monatomic gas like Helium 4 at normal pressureand temperature (300�K, 105 pascals) has an entropy of 17 bits[26]. Seen as information, thisentropy means that all the parameters needed to encode the state of a molecule (position andspeed) can be encoded with 17 bits. Seen as freedom, this entropy means that one molecule canchoose its next state from 217 = 131072 possible states, or that it is free to make 17 independentbinary choices to decide its next state.3.2 MaxEnt: Entropy according to JaynesJaynes, using Gibbs method, but interpreting it di�erently, holds the following reasoning: if anexperiment always gives the same macroscopic result when starting with the same macroscopicstate, this means that the microscopic state of the system contains no useful additional informa-tion. For logical reasons, we are led to de�ne the system's microscopic state as one with maximumentropy satisfying the macroscopic knowledge we already have[27].This principle of logic, applied in many �elds, including non physical ones, is called MaxEnt(MAXimise ENTropy).In the case where only the average value of energy is su�cient to describe the macroscopic stateof the system, we have to �nd the probability law p(E) which should satisfy:8><>: � R p(E) log(p(E))dE maximumR p(E)dE = 1R p(E)EdE =< E >Using Lagrange multipliers method, we �nd the so-called canonical set distribution:p(E) = e��E=Z where Z is a normalization factor (the partition function) and � aparameter induced by the Lagrangian formalism. � = 1=kT , where T is the system's temperatureand k the Boltzmann constant.This de�nition of temperature is typical of modern thermodynamics, which de�nes temperaturefrom entropy and energy. While in classical thermodynamics, temperature and energy are thebasic concepts which are used to de�ne entropy, the more recent approaches de�ne temperature81



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 82as a function of energy and entropy, considered as the fundamental properties of a system. Moreprecisely, by: � @S@U �V = 1T S in J=K, U in Joules, T in Kelvinsor: � @S@U �V = 1kT ln(2) S in bits, U in Joules, T in Kelvins.Many relations found in classical thermodynamics involving entropy, energy and temperaturecan be found as consequences of the Lagrangian formalism[28].Maximizing entropy (with the constraints) allows to describe equilibrium. But is it true thatentropy is maximized at every moment, including far from equilibrium? MaxEnt-NESOM[29],which consists in maximizing quantum entropy at every moment , permits to recover the results ofthe close to equilibrium theories (Prigogyne's theorem of minimal entropy production, Onsager'sreciprocity relations), and is experimentally veri�ed in far from equilibrium situations. If thistheory happens to be the correct description of a thermodynamical system, in equilibrium ornot, this means that physical universe is ruled by a logical principle of maximization of theinformation/freedom of its elements.4 Classical thermodynamics4.1 Temperature, heat and disorderBorn in the XIX ith century, classical thermodynamics was about the e�ciency of heat engines,and the scientists of those days saw in entropy a source of limitations: entropy was loweringengines e�ciency, forbid the perpetuum mobile, was the cause of things getting worn away, andled our universe to an inexorable thermal death. There has been confusion between entropy anddisorder from the beginning, for the good reason that nobody knew what entropy was (and thispoint of view is still largely shared). While entropy was assimilated to disorder, temperaturewas a measure of molecular agitation, and heat was disordered energy. So the three fundamentalquantities of thermodynamics - entropy, heat and temperature - were all linked with two closedconcepts: disorder and agitation.It is not possible to understand entropy without also understanding what temperature and heatmean, the three being tied by the famous equation:dS = �QkT ln 2 bitsIn this equality, dS is the entropy received by the system. Entropy is a state function, anddS an exact di�erential. �Q is just a little quantity of heat, not an exact di�erential, which isreceived in a reversible transformation. T is temperature and k Boltzmann constant. A reversibletransformation is a transformation which can be drawn with a continuous curve in a (T ,S) diagram(T function of S) or, equivalently for a gas, in a Carnot diagram (P function of V ). If the system isnot in equilibrium at some time during the transformation, it has no coordinates in such diagrams,the curve is not continuous and the formula doesn't hold.82



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 834.1.1 Temperature is a measure of agitation, or disorderTo assimilate temperature with disorder, or agitation, is very meaningful. Low temperaturesystems are said to be very ordered. More fundamentally, temperature measures, for a gas, thepart of the molecules motion that doesn't contribute to a possible global motion, and this ise�ectively a usual meaning of the words agitation, or disorder: a disordered motion is a motionmade of many useless moves.Since temperature is often seen in equations in the form 1=(kT ), we designate this quantity bythe word opposite to agitation, calm.4.1.2 Heat and workInternal energy U is the energy of the system at rest. It is not composed of heat and work.However, a small variation dU of this energy can be divided in small variations of heat andwork. Heat is the part of the internal energy variation which contributes to entropy. One way ofunderstanding this is to consider a quantum system with N energy levels (Ui) and probabilities(pi). Then S = � nPi=1 pi log piU = nPi=1 piUiand dU = nPi=1 dpiUi + nPi=1 pidUiWe see that in the last sum only the �rst term contributes to a variation of entropy, and sorepresents the variation of heat, while the second one represents the variation of work.As heat can not give work, it was called disordered energy, or useless energy. This denominationwas con�rmed by the fact that, for an ideal gas in absence of work, heat is tied to temperatureby a linear relation (which coe�cient is the calori�c capacity): temperature measuring molecularagitation, heat became agitation for a given quantity of matter, disorder.From the external point of view, work is the quantity of interest.From the internal point of view, heat is the quantity of interest, since it can give freedom.4.1.3 The equation dS = �QkT ln 2For a given amount of heat �Q, this equality says that entropy increases more at low temperature.Assimilating entropy with freedom, and temperature with agitation, it says that, for a given heat,freedom increases more in the calm. 83



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 844.2 Entropy doesn't measure disorderBesides the fact that thousands of papers describe entropy as a measure of disorder, we can �ndmore and more thermodynamics researchers and teachers stating explicitly that entropy is notdisorder[22]. However, di�erent reasonings lead to this misconception, and many great scientistsstill use it.To clarify this point, we will detail three kinds of explanations which wrongly lead to thisanalogy: those which stand on an anthropomorphic vision of order, those based on examples forwhich temperature and entropy vary together (if temperature measures disorder, they don't proveanything), and those based on a de�nition of order as absence of freedom.4.2.1 Anthropomorphic orderJusti�cations of analogy between entropy and disorder based on an anthropomorphic notion oforder lack rigor. Seeing entropy as freedom helps to �nd counter-examples.- decks of cards which are more and more 'disordered' during a shu�e are only so if we consideras 'ordered' a deck in which cards are in the same order as in a brand new deck. In fact, the moreshu�ed the deck is, the more freedom a card gets to have any position in the deck.- the 'messy' student rooms �t in this category, the notion of 'well ordered room' being verysubjective. Is a room where all is put in a corner 'well ordered'? In any case, its entropy is low.- A cathedral, 'manifestly ordered', ends being a bunch of sand, 'manifestly disordered'. Thetrouble is that if the disorder of the cathedral is de�ned by its entropy, then there are manycon�gurations of the sand more 'ordered' (a formless bloc, for instance). In fact, each grain ofdust which detaches from the cathedral gains freedom. The bunch of sand itself is dynamic, withalways grains ying o� and others landing. Each grain of dust is in average more free in the bunchof dust than in the cathedral.4.2.2 Confusion between entropy and temperatureAssimilation of entropy and disorder comes also from the fact that entropy and temperature oftenvary together.However, we should notice that this is not a general law. It is false that entropy increases withtemperature. Entropy doesn't vary with temperature (U is the internal energy):�@S@T �U = 0Entropy varies with energy: � @S@U �V = 1THowever, energy is an increasing function of temperature, and even linear in the case of anideal gas: U = 3=2 � kT . This phenomenon makes think entropy is an increasing function oftemperature. But this is not true at constant energy.84



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 85To be convinced that temperature, and not entropy, measures disorder, we have to look forsituations where entropy and temperature don't vary together.An example is the expansion of a gas: its entropy increases and its temperature decreases. Whenyou use a vaporizer, the water spray acquires freedom and arrives cold on your face (besides beingat ambient temperature in the container). This example shows that entropy measures freedom(here, freedom of position), and temperature disorder. The liquid is colder, the molecules are lessagitated, their motions contribute more to the global motion of the spray.A similar example, and maybe more important to the reader, is the expansion of the universeas a whole. Since the Big-Bang, entropy is always increasing and temperature decreasing. Butthe universe was extremely disordered at the beginning, and has become more and more ordered.4.2.3 Order as lack of freedomHere is a conception of order: if, in a population composed of N individuals, each one is free tochoose from two colors of suits, the situation is more 'disordered' than if everybody wears the samecolor of suit[30]. For a physicist, it becomes: if N spin half particles, agitated by temperature,are equally distributed between their two possible states, the situation is more 'disordered' thanif they all share the same state.Another common example is the transition from solid to liquid state. It is clear that a moleculeof water has more freedom of motion than a molecule of ice. When we say water is more disorderedthan ice, it is what we mean. To see the fact that the molecules of water can move everywhere inthe liquid, and not in the solid, as disorder, is de�ning disorder as freedom of choice.In these examples, the de�nition of order is exactly the antithesis of freedom, order beingmaximum when freedom is minimal, and reciprocally. Entropy being a measure of freedom, it isalso a measure of this de�nition of disorder, and all examples con�rm that.The question is: what de�nition for disorder do we choose?If we adopt as de�nition of disorder "what happens when there is freedom", then entropy is ameasure of disorder and also of freedom, and order means absence of freedom.If we adopt as de�nition of disorder "what doesn't serve the global motion", then it is temper-ature which measures disorder, and, for a given heat, freedom increases more in order.As far as we know, there is no justi�cation for the analogy of entropy and disorder, except tode�ne order as the opposite of freedom (which we will not do). Our de�nition of disorder is "Whatdoesn't contribute to the global motion".We hope that a clear distinction between these two meanings of the word 'disorder' will clarifywhat it exactly means to assimilate entropy with disorder, will discourage authors to do so, andencourage them to see entropy as freedom, and temperature as agitation or disorder.85



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 864.3 Study of a few classical experiments4.3.1 Study of an ideal gasAn ideal gas can be determined with only two parameters, for instance energy and entropy (orvolume, temperature, pressure), or de�ned by the equation: PV = nkT , where n is the number ofparticules. At equilibrium, each molecule of the gas owns a maximum freedom: it can equally beeverywhere in the volume occupied by the gas. Each molecule also owns a maximum freedom ofmomentum, taking into account temperature (temperature is proportional to the variance of themomentum). So the probability law of the momentum is a Gaussian with variance / T , becausewith a given variance, the gaussian is the maximum entropy probability distribution.Some authors call freedom of position con�gurational freedom, and freedom of momentumthermal freedom[5]. But as we can de�ne an info-entropy for every observable (See section 2), weprefer to say explicitly the observable for which we measure freedom.If we raise the temperature of an ideal gas at constant volume, its energy increases (U = 32kT ),and so increases its entropy. We �nd that:dS / d (ln(T ))Its entropy of position has not changed (the molecules are still uniformly in all the availablevolume), but its entropy of momentum has increased (due to temperature)If we raise the volume of a gas at constant temperature, its entropy also increases. But this time,its entropy of position increases (each molecule have more space), and its entropy of momentumdoes not change. We �nd that: dS / d(lnV ).4.3.2 Free energyThe second principle states that a phenomenon can occur spontaneously only if:�S � �UT (free energy = �U � T�S � 0) (1)The phenomena of fusion, vaporization, ..., osmotic pressure, can be explained in terms of freeenergy. We can see every time that a phenomenon occurs if the system gets enough freedom,taking temperature into account[5].For instance, in melting (solid!liquid), molecules get freedom since they can go in all theliquid. They also get an energy �U , but if the temperature T is too low, �S - the gain in freedom- is less than �UT , and melting doesn't occur.In the case of mixing liquids (and particularly solvents), molecules are as free as the concen-tration of their liquid is low. So, introducing a small quantity of solvent in a solution increasesstrongly the solvent's entropy, and softly the solution's one. This fact, combined with equation(1) above, allows to explain many experiments with solvents.86



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 874.4 Degrees of freedomSome molecules can rotate, and possess an energy and an entropy of rotation. Some can alsovibrate, and so own an entropy of vibration. When making the entropic balance of a system, wehave to consider entropy for every degree of freedom. Rotation, vibration, spin, ..., have to betaken into account. When we just calculate entropy di�erences, the degrees of freedom for whichentropy is constant can be neglected.Degrees of freedom are the classical version of the di�erent tensors which compose the densitymatrix in quantum mechanics. Each degree of freedom corresponds to a measurement: position,spin, ... For each degree of freedom, there is an energy and an entropy.Entropy depends upon the number of degrees of freedom of the studied system, which reinforcesthe idea that it characterizes the system's freedom.4.5 The third principleThe Third Principle of thermodynamics, or Nernst's theorem, states that entropy is zero if tem-perature is zero[31].When temperature goes towards zero, the system's particles are less and less agitated, thesystem is more and more ordered. At absolute zero, molecules are immobile, they never changestate. So they don't have any freedom of choice (they can only have one state), and their entropyequals zero. The Third Principle simply says that if a system never changes state, it has nofreedom.However, this interpretation is only true in the classical case. In the quantum case, the un-certainty principle forbids a system to have zero freedom for all observables. This leads to theexistence of vacuum uctuations and zero point energy at zero temperature, which can be mea-sured for instance using the Casimir e�ect[32][33].5 ConclusionClarifying the meaning of entropy led us to distinguish two points of view: the external one, whichis the one of the observer of the studied system, and the internal one, which is the one of thesystem itself.The external point of view leads to largely admitted associations: entropy as lack of information,or indetermination about the microscopic state of the studied system.The internal point of view, the one we should have if we were the studied system, leads to inter-pretations more rarely seen, and yet useful. Entropy is seen as a measure of information, or freedomof choice. These two analogies �t well together, and are tied by the duality of their common unit:the bit. A bit of information represents one possibility out of two, a bit of freedom represents onechoice out of two. The entropy/information rehabilitates Shannon's memory, for whom entropy ispositive information; the entropy/freedom takes into account the fundamental non-determinismof the measurement process in quantum mechanics. It leads to a natural interpretation of thedi�erent de�nitions of entropy, and of the usual experiments studied in thermodynamics.87



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 88Entropy is often assimilated to disorder, and this conception seems to us inappropriate. Instead,temperature is a good measure of disorder, since it measures molecular agitation, the part ofthe motion which doesn't contribute to a possible global motion. To assimilate entropy withdisorder leads to another, unwise, de�nition of order, as absence of freedom, since entropy measuresfreedom.The second principle states that Sinitial � Sfinal , in which S stands for the total entropy of allthe bodies involved in the process from equilibrium initial state to equilibrium �nal state. What isthe domain of validity of this principle? Coren[34] establishes experimentally that information hasalways increased since the origin of universe. The author gives no thermodynamical justi�cationto this, and �nds that every major step of evolution (Big-Bang, the formation of planets, the birthof life, then homo sapiens, the discovery of writing, and computers) can easily be seen in terms ofincreasing amount of information.We add that these di�erent steps can also be seen in terms of increasing freedom: of actionfor the living beings, of speech or thought for human beings. Could the evolution, not only ofthe physical world, but also of at least some aspects of the living world and of humanity, be amanifestation of the second principle, seen as a principle of increasing freedom/information?AcknowledgementsI would like to express my gratitude to Hassan Saidi, who helped me in clarifying this text andtranslating it. I would also thank the Descartes school for the means I had at my disposal.
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Entropy 2005, 7[1] 89Annex 1: probabilistic nature of the state of a quantum systemQuantum mechanics (QM) doesn't allow to predict the result of a measurement, but only theprobability of the possible di�erent results. So many physicists considered this theory as incom-plete, in the sense that these probabilities are the manifestation of our ignorance of the underlyingmechanisms which produces it. "God doesn't play dice" said Einstein; in a famous paper he signedwith Podolski and Rosen[20], he describes a thought experiment (it was his speciality) to showthat QM implies absurd results. The absurdity is due, according to Einstein, to the phenomenonof wave packet collapse which happens to a quantum system when measured: according to QM, ithas to happen simultaneously everywhere in space. This bothered the discoverer of restrained rel-ativity, who refutes the notion of simultaneity of two spatially separated events. The experimentthey imagined relies on the possibility of emitting two photons going in opposite directions anddescribed by a single non-factorizable wave function. A system made of two spatially separatedsubsystems can of course be described by QM, but the wave function which describes it can bewritten as a product of two wave functions, reecting the fact that one can be measured withoutmeasuring the other (collapsing one of the wave function without collapsing the other). In thecase of the two photons, the non-factorizability of the wave function means that measuring onecollapses all the wave function, instantaneously, modifying the state, and therefore the result of ameasurement of the other. As the two photons can be separated by light-years, this instantaneityimplies a supra-luminal interaction, an heresy for Einstein.In 1964, Bell proved that the results of QM can imply that it is impossible for a particle to be insuch a state before a measurement that this state would determine (deterministically) the resultof this measurement. It was theoretically possible to check the inexistence of 'hidden variables',with the following EPR-like experiment[19]:5.1 Alan Aspect experiment (1981)One photon goes left, the other goes right. Each one will be measured by one of the threeobservables A, B and C. In practice, the measured quantity is photon's polarization, which canonly take two values for a given axis. A, B and C are the observables corresponding to threepossibe directions of the measuring apparatus, oriented 120� from each other (their axis divide acircle in three equal parts). Let's call 0 and 1 the two possible results of the measurement of oneof the two photons, with one of the three observables. For instance, in the �rst experiment, wechoose observable A for the left photon and observable C for the right photon. We get two results,for instance 1 for the left photon, and 0 for the right one. This experiment is not deterministic.QM predicts the probability that, in this �rst experiment, the results are 1 on the left and 0 onthe right.If we repeat this experiment a great number of times, we verify that the results conform to theprobability law predicted by QM.This sequence of experiments is simple to make; but for it to prove the non existence of hiddenvariables, we should make certain that one photon can not tell the other which observable measuredit before the other photon is being measured. The Alan Aspect experiment guarantees such a89



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 90communication can't occur. The observable which measures the left photon is chosen at random,just when the photon is very close to the measuring apparatus, and it has no time to communicate(even at speed of light) this observable to the right photon before that one is measured, also bya random observable chosen at the last moment. This implies that the axis of the two measuringapparatus (the two observables) are chosen in a few nanoseconds, technology only lately available.5.2 The experimental resultsThe Aspect experiment con�rms QM's predictions, which are:(a) For a given side (left or right) and a given observable, the probabilities of having 0 or 1 areequals. For instance, the probabilities that the right photon, measured with observable B, gives0 or 1 are equal (and so equal 1=2).(b) When the two photons are measured with the same observable (with the same axis), theresults of the measurements are always di�erent. If the left's measurement is 0, the right's one is1, and reciprocally.(c)When the two photons are measured with two di�erent observables, the probability for thetwo results to be equal is 3=4.5.3 The proof that there is no state preceding and determining the measurementThe trouble is that these probabilities are impossible if we suppose the existence of a state of thephoton, prior to the measurement, which would determine every possible results for all observables.Here is the proof:Let's suppose that when they split, or even later, but before being measured, the two photonsare in a given 'state', which will determine the results of the di�erent possible measurements. Forinstance, the left photon is in a state which determines that a measurement will give 0 with A, 1with B and 0 with C. The fact (b) implies that the right photon has to be in such a state that ameasurement will be 1 with A , 0 with B and 1 with C.Generally speaking, the state of the left photon implies the state of the right one.The number of di�erent possible states for our two photons is then reduced to 8, written in thefollowing table, one per line: left rightA B C A B C0 0 0 1 1 10 0 1 1 1 00 1 0 1 0 10 1 1 1 0 01 0 0 0 1 11 0 1 0 1 01 1 0 0 0 11 1 1 0 0 090



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 91For instance, in the state n�4, if the left photon is measured with C, the obtained result willbe 1, and if the right photon is measured with B, the obtained result will be 0.Now, let's calculate the frequencies these 8 states should have to con�rm the results (a) and(c). We call them p(i), i = 1 to 8.The result (a) implies that states n� 1 and 8 should have equal probability, since 0 and 1 playthe same role. p(1) = p(8) = p=2.If we suppose, which is fairly reasonable, that universe is isotropic (no privileged direction),then states n� 2 to 7 should also have equal probability, since they can be deduced from each otherby permutation of A, B and C and of 0 and 1.p(2) = p(3) = p(4) = p(5) = p(6) = p(7) = q=6.The sum of probabilities makes 1: p + q = 1.Point (c) says that, in particular, when the left photon is measured with observable A and theright one with observable B, the probability of two equal results should be 3=4. Let's count thestates verifying this property, the left=A column in the table being equal to the right=B one. We�nd states n� 3, 4, 5 and 6. The probability for the two photons to be in one of these states is4� q=6. So we should have: 4q6 = 34q = 98 et p = 1� q = �18"It hurts, for probabilities"[21].Here it is! We have proved the incredible, that the photons really choose the result they give,when measured, playing dice as Einstein would say; this choice can not have been made before themeasurement, for every measurement. A quantum state is really its wave function. Probabilitiesin quantum mechanics are not a measure of our ignorance. They reect a very deep property ofour physical world, not a limitation of our knowledge.But this makes result (b), for which a simple mechanism was easy to imagine (the photonschoose opposite values when they split), even more incredible than what we found. If the leftphoton only chooses at the last moment to give for instance 1 when measured with observable A,how does the right one always correctly choose to give 0 if also measured with observable A?To our knowledge, there is no fully satisfying explanation for this. Here are the facts. We reallyfeel that the two photons have to communicate faster than light to be able to verify the results(a), (b) and (c).However, Einstein relativity remains intact. Neither this experiment nor any other one of thiskind allows the transmission of a single bit of information (of entropy :-) faster than light[35].91



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 92Annex 2For those who are not used to the QM formalism, the best way to understand the notation is oftento look at an example.We consider the case of a quantum ensemble A composed of two equiprobable non orthogonalstates ju > and jv > of a two-dimensional Hilbert space. It is measured by B in an orthonormalbase (ji >; jj >) such that the vectors ju > and jv > are in the �rst quadrant de�ned by (ji >; jj >),< iju >= cos � and < vjj >= cos �.ju >= cos �ji > +sin �jj >jv >= sin �ji > +cos �jj >We have: < vju >= sin � cos � + cos � sin � = sin 2� = cos(�2 � 2�)First we have to de�ne the density matrix of system A:% = 12(ju >< uj+ jv >< vj)Then, since ju > and jv > are not orthogonal, we have to put % in diagonal form to calculateits entropy. Geometrically, we can guess that ju > +jv > and ju > �jv > are the eigenvectors.%(ju > +jv >) = %(ju >) + %(jv >) = 12 (ju > +sin 2�jv >) + 12 (sin 2�ju > +jv >)%(ju > +jv >) = 12 (1 + sin 2�) (ju > +jv >)Similarly: %(ju > �jv >) = 12 (1 � sin 2�) (ju > �jv >)The eigenvalues are 12 + � and 12 � � where � = sin2�2S(%) = I[12 + �; 12 � �] where � = sin2�2We now calculate the probability distributions:p(ji > j ju >) = j < iju > j2 = cos2 �p(jj > j ju >) = j < jju > j2 = sin2 �p(ji > j jv >) = j < ijv > j2 = sin2 �p(jj > j jv >) = j < jjv > j2 = cos2 �p(ju >; ji >) = p(ji > j ju >)� p(ju >) = cos2 � � 12p(ju >; jj >) = p(jj > j ju >)� p(ju >) = sin2 � � 12p(jv >; ji >) = p(ji > j jv >)� p(jv >) = sin2 � � 12p(jv >; jj >) = p(jj > j jv >)� p(jv >) = cos2 � � 1292



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 93p(ji >) = p(ju >; ji >) + p(jv >; ji >) = 12p(jj >) = p(ju >; jj >) + p(jv >; jj >) = 12p(ju > j ji >) = p(ju>;ji>)p(ji>) = cos2 �p(ju > j jj >) = p(ju>;jj>)p(jj>) = sin2 �p(jv > j ji >) = p(jv>;ji>)p(ji>) = sin2 �p(jv > j jj >) = p(jv>;jj>)p(jj>) = cos2 �We can now calculate the di�erent info-entropies:I(A) = I[p(ji >); p(jj >)] = I[12; 12] = 1 bitWe can check that S(%) � I(A), with equality when � = 0, i.e. � = 0[�2 ]I(AjB) = p(ji >)� I[p(ju > j ji >); p(jv > j ji >)] + p(jj >)� I[p(ju > j jj >); p(jv > j jj >)]I(AjB) = 12I[cos2 �; sin2 �] + 12I[sin2 �; cos2 �] = I[sin2 �; cos2 �]I(B) = I[p(ju >); p(jv >)] = I[12; 12 ] = 1 bitI(BjA) = p(ju >)� I[p(ji > j ju >); p(jj > j ju >)] + p(jv >)� I[p(ji > j jv >); p(jj > j jv >)]I(BjA) = 12I[cos2 �; sin2 �] + 12I[sin2 �; cos2 �] = I[sin2 �; cos2 �]I(A�B) = I[p(ju >)p(ji >); p(ju >)p(jj >); p(jv >)p(ji >); p(jv >)p(jj >)]I(A�B) = I[14; 14; 14 ; 14] = 4I(14) = 4 � 12 = 2 bitsI(A;B) = I[p(ju >; ji >); p(ju >; jj >); p(jv >; ji >); p(jv >; jj >)]I(A;B) = I[ cos2 �2 ; sin2 �2 ; sin2 �2 ; cos2 �2 ] = 2I[ sin2 �2 ; cos2 �2 ]I(A;B) = 2� (12I[sin2 �; cos2 �] + I(12)) = 2 � (12I[sin2 �; cos2 �] + 12)I(A;B) = I[sin2 �; cos2 �] + 1We now have three ways to calculate I(A : B):I(A : B) = I(A�B)� I(A;B) = 2 � (I[sin2 �; cos2 �] + 1) = 1 � I[sin2 �; cos2 �]I(A : B) = I(A)� I(AjB) = 1� I[sin2 �; cos2 �]I(A : B) = I(B)� I(BjA) = 1� I[sin2 �; cos2 �]Our main inequality I(A : B) � S(%) � I(B) reads:1� I[sin2 �; cos2 �] � I[12 + sin2�2 ; 12 � sin2�2 ] � 1For � = 0, we get 1 � 1 � 1. ju >= ji >, jv >= jj >, each measurement gives one bit ofinformation.For � = �4 , we get 0 � 0 � 1. ju >= jv >. A measurement gives no information, but the systemstill manifests freedom.For � = �6 , we get 1 � I[14; 34 ] � I[12 � p34 ; 12 + p34 ] � 1. A measurement gives less informationthan the system owns, and the system manifests more freedom than it owns.93



Entropy 2005, 7[1] 94Note: The function I(x) = �x log x is de�ned for all x real positive. It veri�es I(xy) = xI(y)+yI(x) and I(x+ y) � I(x) + I(y). As a consequence, we have:1/ If [xa]a is a distribution and k a real positive number:I[kxa]a = kI[xa]a + I(k)�Pa xaAs a special case, useful to compare the di�erent info-entropies, if [pa]a is a probability distri-bution we have : I[pak ]a = 1kI[pa]a + I( 1k)2/ If [xa]a and [ya]a are distributions:I[xa+ ya]a � I[xa]a + I[ya]aReferences[1] Shannon:"My greatest concern was what to call it. I thought of calling it 'information', butthe word was overly used, so I decided to call it 'uncertainty'. When I discussed it with JohnVon Neumann, he had a better idea. Von Neumann told me, 'you should call it entropy, fortwo reasons. In the �rst place your uncertainty function has been used in statistical mechanicsunder that name, so it already has a name. In the second place, and more important, nobodyknows what entropy really is, so in a debate you will always have the advantage." as quotedin M. Tribus, E.C. McIrvine, Energy and information, Scienti�c American, 224 (September1971), 178-184.[2] Ludwig Boltzmann. http://www.entropylaw.com/entropydisorder.html[3] Claude Shannon's \A mathematical theory of communication" Bell System Technical Journal,vol. 27, pp. 379-423 and 623-656, July and October, 1948.[4] L�eon Brillouin (1889-1969). Science and Information Theory. Editions Academic Press. 1956[5] Gary L. Bertrand. Mass, Energy and Freedom: The coins of thermodynamics.http://web.umr.edu/~gbert/basic/entropy.htm[6] P. E. Williams. Energy and Entropy as the Fundamentals of Theoretical Physics. Entropy2002, 4. http://www.mdpi.net/entropy/htm/e4040128.htm[7] T. L. Duncan. The Deep Physics Behind the Second Law: Informa-tion and Energy as Independent Forms of Bookkeeping. Entropy 2004, 6.http://www.mdpi.net/entropy/htm/e6010021.htm94
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